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Amazing Bilingual Children’s Books
Bilingual children's books in thousands of language combinations:
🌎   For every country on the planet
🏆🏆🏆   Multiple award winning
👩👩👧👦👨👨👧👧👨👩👧👧👩👩👧👧   Millions of readers
 
Books
📖   Am I small?
📖   The Safest Place in the World
📖   Five Meters Of Time
📖   In Here, Out There!
📖   Egbert Turns Red      🎁  PDF   
📚   200+ languages and dialects ...





⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐




"This is baby’s favorite book!" —Feedback from the United States

"The text and illustrations [...] expand your view of the world." -- El País, daily newspaper in Spain

	"This has been my daughter’s favourite book since she was 4 months old. The sentences are nice and short so she doesn’t lose interest in the pictures while I’m reading each page." —Feedback from the UK

	"You are small or big depending on with what you relate to. A simple cute book which exactly portrays this message." —Feedback from India

	




👩👩👧👦👨👨👧👧👨👩👧👧👩👩👧👧👨👩👧👧





	"Beautifully illustrated and cleverly written." —Feedback from Australia
"We are in love with this book!" —Feedback from the United States

	"Written in a very simple way but with a profound message for both adults and kids." —Feedback from the United States

	"Whenever I have time to read to her, she wants this book. And she repeats words. That’s insanely cute." —Feedback from Canada

	




🏆🏆🏆🏆🏆


🏆  Most Translated German Book
🏆  World Children’s Book
🏆  Vielfaltssiegel: KIMI-Siegel für Vielfalt in der Kinder- und Jugendliteratur
🏆  Ehrenurkunde: Heimatpreis Münster
🏆  Read more...
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"A creative bedtime story, which is also suitable for stressed adults"—Designers in Action

"fabulous"—Spiegel Online

	"My three year olds love it and the story’s concept will grow with them for several years to come making it a keeper." —Feedback from the U.S.







	  
	  
	


200+ languages and dialects
📚   Am I small? (200+)
📚   The Safest Place in the World (50+)
📚   Five Meters Of Time (30+)
📚   In Here, Out There! (80+)
📚   Egbert Turns Red (100+)
📚   Read more...





  🧑  


About the Author
Philipp B. Winterberg M.A. studied Communication Science, Psychology and Law. He lives in Berlin and loves being multifaceted: He went parachuting in Namibia, meditated in Thailand, and swam with sharks and stingrays in Fiji and Polynesia.
Philipp Winterberg's books introduce new perspectives on essential themes like friendship, mindfulness and happiness. They are read in languages and countries all over the globe. Read more...
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	"I got this book to read with my granddaughters, one from the US and one from Portugal. It is so incredibly cute! They loved it, and I did too. I highly recommend this book!" —Feedback from the U.S.

	"My little boy loves this as a bedtime story. It’s colourful and quirky. [...] I thought it would be uninteresting to a child, to be read to in another language, but he asks for ’Bin ich klein’ and it melts my heart!" —Feedback from the United Kingdom







	  
	  
	


Books

📖   Am I small?
📖   The Safest Place in the World
📖   Five Meters Of Time
📖   In Here, Out There!
📖   Egbert Turns Red      🎁  PDF
📚   200+ languages and dialects ...
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A World Children’s Book for Every Country on the Planet

From Aramaic to Zulu: The picture book Am I small? has been translated into over 200 languages and dialects since its publication.
The story by author Philipp Winterberg is available for every country in the world in at least one national language. It is the world's first children's book covering the entire globe.
In Am I small? young and old readers alike accompany the girl Tamia on a journey full of wonders. Together they discover that size is relative and that Tamia is just right the way she is. "Enchanting" judges the trade journal Eselsohr; "wonderful for bilingual families, and kindergartens," says the Börsenblatt and the book review magazine Kirkus Reviews kindly compliments "for children who enjoy lingering over pages full of magical creatures and whimsical details [...] told in simple and engaging words and imaginative pictures." Read more...
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	"This is done with simplicity at its finest. The art is whimsical, the message is clear and most of all my grandson loves it. I would recommend this book to any child provider as part of their reading library." —Feedback from the U.S.

	"I got this book when my daughter was 3 years old. I used to read it for her in English and Arabic. Now, she’s 6 and still loves this book." —Feedback from the United States






	  
	  
	


200+ languages and dialects
📚   Am I small? (200+)
📚   The Safest Place in the World (50+)
📚   Five Meters Of Time (30+)
📚   In Here, Out There! (80+)
📚   Egbert Turns Red (100+)
📚   Read more...







🔝
 
EN  -  English  |   አማርኛ  |   اَلْعَرَبِيَّةُ  |   中文  |   Deutsch  |   Español  |   Français  |   हिन्दी  |   Italiano  |   日本語  |   Kiswahili  |   Português  |   русский язык  |   Read more...
 

🛒  -  World  |   Australia  |   Brazil  |   Canada  |   France  |   Germany  |   India  |   Italy  |   Japan  |   Mexico  |   Netherlands  |   Spain  |   United Kingdom  |   United States  |   Read more...
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